Near Surface Properties of Martian Regolith Derived From InSight HP$\textsuperscript{3}$-RAD Temperature Observations During Phobos Transits
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Abstract We use the Martian surface temperature response to Phobos transits observed next to the InSight lander in Elysium Planitia to constrain the thermal properties of the uppermost layer of regolith. Modeled transit lightcurves validated by solar panel current measurements are used to modify the boundary conditions of a 1D heat conduction model. We test several model parameter sets, varying the thickness and thermal conductivity of the top layer to explore the range of parameters that match the observed temperature response within its uncertainty both during the eclipse as well as the full diurnal cycle. The measurements indicate a thermal inertia (TI) of $103\pm2\text{ Jm}^{-2}\text{K}^{-1}\text{s}^{1/2}$ in the uppermost layer of 0.2–4 mm, significantly smaller than the TI of $200\text{ Jm}^{-2}\text{K}^{-1}\text{s}^{1/2}$ derived from the diurnal temperature curve. This could be explained by larger particles, higher density, or some or slightly higher amount of cementation in the lower layers.

Plain Language Summary The Mars moon Phobos passed in front of the Sun from the perspective of the InSight lander on several occasions. The Mars surface temperatures measured by the lander became slightly colder during these transits due to the lower amount of sunlight the surface received at this time. The transits only last 20–35 s and therefore only the very top layer, about 0.3–0.8 mm, of the ground has time to cool significantly. The top layer cools and heats up faster than we expected based on the temperature changes of the day-night cycle, which affects about 4 cm of the ground. Based on this observation we conclude that the material in the top mm of the ground is different from that below. A possible explanation would be an increase of density with depth, a larger fraction of smaller particles such as dust at the top, or a layer where particles are slightly cemented together beginning at 0.2–4 mm below the surface.

1. Introduction

Observations of the brightness temperature in response to changes in insolation constrain the thermophysical properties of the upper layer of planetary surfaces, most frequently reported as thermal inertia (TI) defined as the root of the product of volumetric heat capacity $\rho c$ and thermal conductivity $k$. The thermal conductivity constrains the particle size of the regolith (Presley & Christensen, 1997a, 1997b, 1997c; Piqueux & Christensen, 2009a) but is also highly sensitive to cementation (Piqueux & Christensen, 2009b). The depth of regolith that can be probed is approximately the diurnal skin depth $d = \sqrt{D / (\rho c k)}$, where $D$ is the duration of the Martian day. The skin depth is ~4 cm when adopting the volumetric heat capacity $\rho c = 8.2 \times 10^3 \text{JK}^{-1}\text{m}^{-3}$ from Morgan et al. (2018) and thermal conductivity $k$ according to the orbiter derived TI of the InSight landing site of 200 $\text{Jm}^{-2}\text{K}^{-1}\text{s}^{1/2}$ (Golombek, Warner, et al., 2020). If the diurnal temperature curve of the same location is sampled at sufficiently separate local times, typically using in-situ observations (Ferguson et al., 2006; Hamilton et al., 2014) instead of sun-synchronous orbiters, it is also
possibly to infer layering within the diurnal skin depth (Edwards et al., 2018; Piqueux et al., 2021; Vasavada et al., 2017).

Golombek et al. (2017) state that the TI of the InSight landing ellipse derived from orbit (200 Jm$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$s$^{-1/2}$) is “consistent with a surface composed of cohesionless sand size particles or a mixture of slightly cohesive soils (cohesions of less than a few kPa)” covered by a coating of surface dust responsible for the high albedo of 0.24, which is too thin to affect the diurnal curve. The TI map created by Golombek et al. (2017) using 100 m spatial scale Thermal Imaging System data (Christensen et al., 2004) indicates a TI of 166 Jm$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$s$^{-1/2}$ in the immediate surroundings of the lander (Golombek, Kass, et al., 2020), consistent with the TI of 183 Jm$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$s$^{-1/2}$ derived from 3HP RAD diurnal temperatures by Piqueux et al. (2021). Thus there is no evidence for unexpected properties of the regolith at the landing site; however, the Heat Flow and Physical Properties Package (3HP) mole (Spohn et al., 2018) failed to deploy its instrumented tether to the subsurface (Figure 1). The mole is designed to measure thermal conductivity and the results at its current position in the top 40 cm of regolith are consistent with the observed TI (Grott et al., 2021; Piqueux et al., 2021). The steep wall of the pit created by the penetration attempt, and clasts embedded therein, have been interpreted as evidence for a duricrust (Golombek, Warner, et al., 2020), that is, that the bonds between grains are strengthened by a cementing material. This raises the question of whether the particles are smaller than thought, since such cementation has the potential to strongly increase the thermal conductivity (Piqueux & Christensen, 2009b).

Transits of the Martian moons, which eclipse a significant fraction of the Sun’s disc, provide a shorter stimulus than the diurnal cycle. Phobos transits, with a typical duration of 20–30 s, have a skin depth $d$ of 0.3–0.8 mm, assuming a thermal conductivity of 0.01–0.05 Wm$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$ corresponding to dust and fine sands, respectively (Presley & Christensen, 1997b). The change in temperature in response to a Phobos transit has been observed by the Thermoskan instrument on the 1989 Phobos 2 mission (Betts et al., 1995). The THEMIS instrument on the Mars Odyssey orbiter observed the Phobos shadow but could not resolve the temperature response (Piqueux & Christensen, 2012). At the InSight landing site, the effect of several Phobos transits was observed with different geophysical instruments (Stähler et al., 2020) including the SEIS Very Broad Band seismometer and the infrared radiometer (RAD) of the HP$^3$ instrument (Mueller et al., 2020; Spohn et al., 2018). RAD is mounted under the lander deck and has two unobstructed 20° fields of view of two spots in 1.5 and 3.5 m distance North-North-West from the lander center. The lander has a significant effect on the closer spot and we limit this study to the farther spot, which is not significantly affected. An outline of the footprint is shown superposed in Figure 1a. The spectral channel used in this study has a wavelength bandpass from 8 to 14 $\mu$m. Surface temperature has been derived from the infrared flux in this band using Planck’s law and an emissivity of 0.98 (Morgan et al., 2018).

![Figure 1](image-url)
Table 1
The Observed Transits Differ in Solar Elevation e^sol. Duration t^flu, Visible Wavelength Dust Opacity τ, Observed Temperature Difference Between Start and Minimum During the Transit ΔT^min, Assumed Error of Temperature Observation σT^obs, Temperature Equivalent of the Assumed Error in Flux Variation due to Phobos Position Uncertainty σT^pos, Which Results in Variations of the Fitted Thermal Conductivity of the Top Layer k_and its Uncertainty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>13:06</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>19 ± 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>11:15</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>25 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>15:53</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>12 ± 0.7</td>
<td>7 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498</td>
<td>17:24</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>26 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>499</td>
<td>15:41</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>12 ± 0.7</td>
<td>−0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501</td>
<td>12:03</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>13 ± 0.6</td>
<td>−0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The difference of the fitted diurnal curve to the measurements at start of the transit are provided under ΔT^mod.

Abbreviation: LTST, local true solar time.

InSight's rocket assisted landing has reduced the albedo locally by removal of the surficial dust layer (Golombek, Warner, et al., 2020). Though some dust might have been shielded behind topographic highs (see Figure 19 in Golombek, Kass, et al. [2020]), the reduction in albedo indicates that the remaining top material particles are coarser than the brighter aeolian dust. Based on the footprints of the HP^3 support structure and interactions with the robotic arm scoop the upper few mm are also interpreted as unconsolidated, un cemented material (Golombek, Warner, et al., 2020). Observing the temperature response to the transit in addition to the diurnal response allows us to detect a change of thermal conductivity, which is expected if there is indeed a difference in the amount of cementation between the top mm and the diurnal skin depth of a few cm.

2. Phobos Transits

HP^3-RAD acquired data at the maximum sampling rate of 1/2 Hz during six transits of the Mars moon Phobos (Table 1). To interpret the temperature response it is necessary to quantify the change in insolation during these transits. The most direct measurement of insolation variation can be obtained from recordings of the solar panel currents (Lorenz et al., 2020). During the first three transits, the solar panels acquired data only at 1/30 Hz, while later the sampling rate was increased to 1/4 Hz.

To provide light curves at sufficient time resolution to model the temperature response, we use the limb finding routine of the SPICE toolkit (Acton, 1996; Acton et al., 2018) to generate a series of simulated images of the transits (Figure 2a). The shape model of Phobos used in this step was created by Willner et al. (2014). The Phobos position is calculated using the ephemerides SPICE kernels “mar97s.bsp” together with other kernels from the InSight collection. The solar limb darkening function is taken from Neckel and Labs (1994) for the solar spectrum maximum at 550 nm. The variation of limb darkening in the visible band from 440 to 880 nm does not significantly change the results.

The aggregate brightness of all pixels of each frame is divided by the aggregate brightness of a frame where Phobos does not obscure any part of the solar disk to generate the curve of relative insolation. This is multiplied with the downwelling visible flux generated by the KRC model (Kieffer, 2013) for the appropriate season and local time, as well as the dust opacity as derived from camera observations (e.g., Banfield et al., 2020), more details about the model input parameters are in Section 3.

The position uncertainty of Phobos results in an uncertainty of the light curves. The error of closest angular separation of Sun and Phobos (and thus the amplitude of the insolation loss) is mostly determined by the position error along the normal of Phobos' orbital plane, closely aligned with its rotation axis. Recent work
by Lainey et al. (2020) shows out-of-plane position differences to the mar97 ephemerides on the order of 1 km and we adopt this value as out-of-plane error as a worst-case assumption. The change in apparent Phobos position at closest separation to the sun and the corresponding variation in the light curve is presented in Figure 2.

The solar array current is scaled with a conversion factor specific to each transit so that the scaled flux matches the modeled visible flux directly before the transit. The modeled light curves and solar panel data are shown for sol 501 in Figure 2b. The equivalent plots for all transits are shown in the supplement. Solar array data and modeled light curves fit well within the adopted uncertainty, with the exceptions of sols 99 and 498. The bad fit of these transits occurring late in the afternoon is likely a result of scattering and refraction in the atmosphere, as discussed in Stähler et al. (2020). This appears to reduce the effect of the eclipses although at solar elevations greater or equal to that of sol 499 (34°) the deviation is within the uncertainty from the position of Phobos. Table 1 provides the solar elevation angle for the different transits.

3. Transit Temperature Response

The temperatures observed by the HP radiometer during the transit and the diurnal temperature curves of sol 501 are shown in Figure 3, with the corresponding plots of all transits shown in the supplement. The total uncertainty of the RAD measurements is dominated by potential calibration errors (Mueller et al., 2020), which do not change significantly over the period of the eclipse. To quantify the uncertainty on the time scale of the eclipse, we analyze the 10 min of 1/2 Hz data before each transit. The diurnal trend is removed by subtracting a linear fit to the whole 10 min. The standard deviation of the residual is adopted as observation error $\sigma_{\text{obs}}$.

We model surface temperatures using as boundary conditions the incident visible and infrared fluxes calculated with the KRC model. The input parameters for KRC are the regional average albedo of 0.24 and TI of 200 J m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/2}$ (Golombek et al., 2017), which have a greater influence on the atmosphere than the surface affected by the landing. The most consequential input variable is the visible wavelength atmospheric dust opacity $\tau$ (Table 1) derived from sky imaging (Banfield et al., 2020). The dust optical properties are the same as in the work of Piqueux et al. (2021) based on the work of Vasavada et al. (2017). The visible flux is modified with the relative transit light curves, as shown in Figure 2. An initial iteration of the model using these boundary conditions showed that the diurnal curves of the two seasons with transits cannot be well fitted with the same bulk TI. It is unlikely that there is a real variation of bulk TI of this magnitude and we instead add 9 W m$^{-2}$ to the IR fluxes during the second set of eclipses from sols 498 to 501 for the iteration

**Figure 2.** Panel (a) shows a simulated image of the outline of Phobos obscuring the disc of the sun at the moment of closest approach. The relative brightness is shown as grayscale. Shown as blue cross and red diamond here are offsets of 1 km along Phobos’ rotation axis toward N and S, respectively. Panel (b) shows a model of the downwelling visible solar flux in comparison to scaled solar panel currents (+symbols). The blue and red light curves correspond to the offset in Phobos position outlined in panel (a) in the same colors.
of the model presented here. This value is similar to the maximum amplitude of additional IR flux that Vasavada et al. (2017) add as a function of season to their model fitting ground temperatures observed by the radiometer on the Curiosity rover (Gómez-Elvira et al., 2012). Vasavada et al. (2017) interpret this missing flux as an effect of seasonal clouds that were not included in the model.

We solve the heat conduction equation using the implicit Euler method, which allows us to more freely vary the time and depth steps since this method is numerically unconditionally stable. The discretization scheme is based on the scheme described in the work of Kieffer (2013) and our modified equations are provided in the Supporting Information S1. The numerical layer thicknesses are 0.1 mm in the upper mm and double in thickness at each layer below that. The numerical layers are divided into two groups representing two physical layers by assigning two different values of thermal conductivity, $k_1$ for the top layer and $k_2$ for the bottom layer. The total thickness of the upper group is $z_1$. Time steps are 1,000 s except for the period around the eclipses, when time steps are reduced to 0.5 s. The modeled temperature response to the transit shows little sensitivity to time and depth step size as long as they are smaller than 0.5 s and 0.2 mm, respectively.

All models use a density $\rho = 1300\text{kg/m}^3$, specific heat capacity $c_p = 630\text{J/kg}$, and emissivity of 0.98 as recommended by Morgan et al. (2018). The values of thermal conductivity and heat capacity are provided for the reference temperature of 220 K and their temperature dependence in the model follows the approximations recommended by Morgan et al. (2018). The albedo is assumed to be $a = 0.16$, which both matches the estimate of a 35% darker lander blast zone than the regional average ($a = 0.24$) as well as the observed surface temperatures (Golombek, Warner, et al., 2020; Piqueux et al., 2021).

The models were adjusted by visually matching the resulting temperatures to the observations during the eclipse and over the sol of the eclipse. The aim of this manual fitting was first to generate model curves that match the amplitudes of the eclipse and diurnal response, and second to remain within the interval of uncertainty at all times.

### 3.1. Uniform

The subsurface is a homogeneous half-space with a thermal conductivity of 50 mW m$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$, corresponding to a bulk TI of 202 J m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/2}$, consistent with the value derived from the diurnal curves by Golombek, Warner, et al. (2020). This model results in a transit response too small for those sols where the insolation

---

**Figure 3.** Measured and modeled surface temperatures near the transit on sol 501. (a) The temperature response to the transit in detail with error bars derived from the data directly before the transit as described in the text. An offset is subtracted from each model to match the data in the 20 s before the transit. (b) shows the diurnal temperature curve with error bars corresponding to the total measurement uncertainty. The different models are described in the text.
dip is well understood (sols 96, 97, 499, and 501). In case of the sol 501 transit, shown in Figure 3, the model curve falls outside of the observation error bar. The model matches the diurnal temperature measurements very well (Figure 3b), indicating that the top layer causing the deeper transit response is thin compared to the diurnal skin depth of 4 cm, as discussed more detail by Piqueux et al. (2021).

3.2. 0.2 mm Very Low $k_1$

This model intends to represent a 0.2 mm thick top layer of fine aeolian dust with a thermal conductivity of only $k_1 = 8 \text{ mW m}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}$ (TI 81 J m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/2}$). The half-space below has a thermal conductivity of 50 mW m$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$, matching the diurnal TI. This model fits the diurnal curve similarly well as the homogeneous model, and matches the amplitude of the observed temperature drop during the transit on sol 501. The shape of the transit response overall is however not a good match, the minimum occurs too early and the return to pre-transit temperatures is too fast.

3.3. 4 mm Low $k_1$

This model aims to represent geologic interpretations where a layer of unconsolidated regolith several mm thick (Figure 1) overlies some consolidated material with sufficient strength to support a near-vertical wall with embedded clasts (Figure 1b). The depth of the hardware footprints is at least several mm so that a thickness of 4 mm is adopted. The temperature drop of the transit on sol 501 is fitted by choosing a thermal conductivity of $k_1 = 13 \text{ mW m}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}$ (TI 103 J m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/2}$). This top layer is sufficiently thick to significantly affect the diurnal temperature curve and the lower half-space thermal conductivity is increased to 80 mW m$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$ (TI 255 J m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/2}$) to approximately match the observed diurnal amplitude. Increasing the top layer thickness further, or decreasing the lower half-space thermal conductivity, does not significantly affect the transit temperature minimum, and only slightly reduces the post-transit temperatures. The temperatures recorded after the transit on sol 501 (Figure 3a) seem to indicate a top layer thicker than 4 mm, but this can be ruled out by comparison to the diurnal data (see also Piqueux et al., 2021). The 4 mm top layer already cools too fast in the afternoon and evening just so that model temperatures fall outside of the total measurement error bar around 19 h local true solar time (LTST) (Figure 3b).

3.4. 1 mm Low $k_1$

The top layer thickness can be bounded to $0.2 \text{ mm} < z_1 < 4 \text{ mm}$ by requiring the model to match the observed transit response and the diurnal curve within their respective error estimates. The best constraint is provided by the transit on sol 501 (Figure 3). For comparison of the different transits, we adopt a top layer thickness of 1 mm, which matches measurements on sol 501 well and derive the layer's thermal conductivity by matching this model to each observation. The best constraint is provided by the maximum temperature drop over the transit $\Delta T_{\text{min}}$, which is relatively unaffected by top layer thickness or lower half-space parameters.

We assume that $\Delta T_{\text{min}}$ can be affected by measurement errors ($\sigma T_{\text{obs}}$). The models on the other hand are affected by the uncertainty in the position of Phobos, as outlined in the plot of light curves (Figure 2). For easier comparison, we express this as the temperature difference of the transit temperature minimum ($\sigma T_{\text{pos}}$) calculated with the nominal model parameters and the different light curves. We add these error contributions quadratically and derive the thermal conductivities that result in the temperature drop $\Delta T_{\text{min}}$ modified by these errors to estimate the uncertainty.

The thermal conductivities derived from the different transits are consistent with each other. The best constraint is from sol 501. The best fitting value is the same as when assuming a 4 mm layer, $k_1 = 13 \text{ mW m}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}$ (TI 103 J m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/2}$). There could be a trend of decreasing thermal conductivity over time but the uncertainties are large.

3.5. Heterogeneous

We explore the possibility that pockets of low thermal conductivity material (i.e., aeolian dust) survived the landing rocket blast in topographic lows or the lee of clasts. To this end we assumed that half of the observed
surface area responds like the uniform model, and that the other half has a 1-mm thick top layer with a thermal conductivity of $k_t = 6 \text{ mW m}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}$ (TI 70 J m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/2}$), again chosen to match the temperature minimum of the transit. This model fits both the transit and diurnal curve well in all transits with high solar elevation. Clasts with diameters >20 mm cover a cumulative fractional area of 2.5% (Golombek, Warner, et al., 2020) so that it is unlikely that the clasts themselves significantly affect the average response of the observed area.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The transit response indicates that the thermal properties of the topmost millimeter of regolith are different from those of the underlying material within the diurnal skin depth of 4 cm. The thickness of this top layer is between 0.2 and 4 mm, bounded by the shape of the transit response and the diurnal curve, respectively. A thickness of 1 mm fits both the transit and the diurnal response well. Assuming a topmost layer thickness of 1 mm and uniform layer properties, the best constraint on top layer thermal conductivity is $13 \pm 4 \text{ mW m}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}$, which corresponds to a TII of $103 \pm 12 \text{ J m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1/2}$. At this thickness, the thermal conductivity of the lower half-space does not significantly affect the transit response.

The diurnal curves in this study can be fitted with a thermal conductivity of $50 \text{ mW m}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}$, consistent with the TII of $200 \pm 30 \text{ J m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1/2}$ from the work of Golombek, Warner, et al. (2020) and the more detailed study of the data up to sol 50 by Piqueux et al. (2021) which arrives at $183 \pm 25 \text{ J m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1/2}$. The HP$^3$ mole, embedded in the top 37 cm of soil of a location within 6 m distance, measures a thermal conductivity of $39 \pm 2 \text{ mW m}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}$, corresponding to a TII of $178 \pm 4 \text{ J m}^{-2} \text{K}^{-1} \text{s}^{-1/2}$ (Grott et al., 2021). The reason why the bulk TII appears to be changing over time is not clear yet. One possibility might be that the dust storm arriving after sol 50 (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2020) has changed the optical properties of the dust aerosols (Lemmon et al., 2019), which were kept constant in our modeling. The discrepancy necessitating the offset of 9 W m$^{-2}$ in the energy budget between sols 100 and 500, equivalent to a further increase in apparent TII, could be caused by seasonally occurring clouds (Vasavada et al., 2017). We anticipate that the long-term observation of an unchanged surface location in combination with the meteorological sensors of InSight will improve our understanding of the seasonal variation of the surface energy budget, including smaller terms such as the sensible heat flux (Spiga et al., 2021). A further study of this is however beyond the scope of this paper as the main conclusion of a low TII at the surface layer is not affected by this uncertainty.

The thermal conductivity we derive for the top layer is approximately 2–4 times lower than that of the underlying material, that is, a TII contrast of approximately 1.4–2. This is similar to the results of Betts et al. (1995) who derive a TII from the Phobos transit observation that is up to two times smaller than the diurnal TII. This contrast is consistent with smaller grain size or less cementation in the top layer (Presley & Christensen, 1997c; Piqueux & Christensen, 2009b), although this is not a necessary conclusion from our observations. The most likely explanation is a combination of several plausible contributing factors: on average somewhat smaller particles due to remaining pockets of aeolian dust, densification with depth through self compaction, and potentially increasing cementation with depth.

Data Availability Statement

The data are archived on the Planetary Data System at https://pds-geosciences.wustl.edu/missions/insight/HP3Rad.htm (The In-Sight HP3-RAD science team, 2018). This is InSight Contribution Number 138.
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